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Sammanfattning

Genomikprojekt, inklusive genomsekvensering, transkriptomik, geno-
mtäckande associationsstudier och epigenetikanalyser, producerar om-
fattande mängder data. Att extrahera väsentlig information fr̊an s̊ada-
na komplexa dataset utgör en betydande utmaning. Även i de fall där
det finns programvaruverktyg för detta s̊a är dessa sällan intuitiva el-
ler utformade för andra användare än specialister. Denna avhandling
beskriver hur jag tillämpat designprinciper inom omr̊adet Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) för att utveckla intuitiva, webbaserade
bioinformatikresurser för att utforska genomikdata. I den första de-
len av avhandlingen beskriver jag utvecklandet av en specialiserad ge-
nomikresurs som gör det möjligt för lekmän utan specifika bioinforma-
tikkunskaper att f̊a tillg̊ang till, utforska och utvinna ny kunskap fr̊an
en rad olika genomikdatatyper. Verktygen utvecklades i sammabete
med biologer och bioinformatiker vilka representerar slutanvändare.
De utvecklade verktygen har integrerats i webbresursen PlantGenIE
(Plant Genome Interactive Explorer), en etablerad plattform för att
utforska genomikdata fr̊an Populus, barrträd, eukalyptus och Arabi-
dopsis. Även om förm̊agan att samla in, lagra och hantera data ökar
till följd av ny teknik och vetenskap, är v̊ar förm̊aga att först̊a denna
data oförändrad. För att adressera detta fokuserar jag i den andra de-
len av avhandlingen p̊a förbättringar i användbarhet hos PlantGenIE-
verktygen baserade p̊a metodik fr̊an HCI och användarupplevelse
(UX). Detta genom att använda visualiseringstekniker och design-
principer i designprocessen för användargränssnitt (UI) och genom
att utvärdera användarupplevelser (UX) med stöd av etablerad meto-
dik. Resultaten användes sedan vid utformningen, anpassningen och
finjustering av PlantGenIE-verktygen. Jag visar hur tillämpningen av
dessa forskningsmetoder och förfaringssätt under utvecklingslivscy-
keln utgör ett ramverk för att utforma användbara bioinformatikverk-
tyg. Givet en mer utbredd användning av dessa metoder kan framtida
designers och utvecklare skapa mer användbara bioinformatikresur-
ser.
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Abstract

Genomics projects, including genome sequencing, transcriptomics,
genome-wide association mapping and epigenetics assays, produce
vast quantities of data. Extracting the required information from
such complex datasets is a significant challenge and even where soft-
ware tools do exist, these are often not intuitive or designed for
non-specialist users. This dissertation details how I have applied de-
sign principles from the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
to the development of intuitive bioinformatics web-based resources
for exploring genomics data. In the first part of the thesis I detail
the development of a specialised genomics resource that enables non-
specialists who lack bioinformatics skills to access, explore and extract
new knowledge from a variety of genomics data types. These tools
were developed in collaboration with wet lab biologists and bioinfor-
maticians who represent typical end-users. The tools developed have
been integrated within the PlantGenIE (Plant Genome Integrative
Explorer) web resource, which has been established as a platform for
exploring genomics data for Populus, conifer, Eucalyptus and Ara-
bidopsis genomics data. Even though the ability to collect, store and
manage data is increasing faster due to new technologies and science,
our ability to understand it remains constant. To help address this, in
the second part of this dissertation I focus on the usability enhance-
ment of tools based on the HCI and User Experience (UX) practices.
To achieve this, I utilised visualisation techniques and design prin-
ciples in the design process for the improvement of the PlantGenIE
User Interface (UI), and applied usability methods to evaluate the UX
of PlantGenIE tools. These results were then used to inform adapta-
tions and fine-tuning of those. I show that utilisation of these research
methods and practices with the development life cycle represents a
framework for designing usable bioinformatics tools. Wider-scale use
of these methods by future designers and developers will enable the
creation of more usable bioinformatics resources.
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Goals of the thesis

There were two main goals in my PhD.

• The development of a specialised database system.

I developed a new Generic Model Organism Database (GMOD) sys-
tem called Genome Integrative Explorer System (GenIE-Sys). GenIE-
Sys facilitates external groups in setting up their own web resource for
searching, visualising, editing, sharing and reproducing their genomics
and transcriptomics data while using project raw data (gff3,fasta,fatsq)
as an input. I then used GenIE-Sys to update the PlantGenIE plat-
form. PlantGenIE is a collection of interoperable web resources to
enable in-depth exploration of genomics and transcriptomics data for
different plant species. Currently, PlantGenIE includes dedicated web
portals for Populus species, Arabidopsis thaliana, Eucalyptus species
and Norway Spruce species.

• Improving bioinformatics web tools using HCI principles.
I used different visualisation techniques and design principles through-
out the design process to improve the UX. I then used different usabil-
ity methods to evaluate the usability of the bioinformatics web tools.
Finally, I defined a design process as a framework for future developers
to use when they develop similar tools.
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1 Introduction

Current DNA sequencing technologies are capable of producing staggering
quantities of data, with this being used to explore a diversity of genomes,
transcripts expression using RNA-Sequencing, and an ever-increasing range
of assays at all levels of the central dogma of molecular biology. This ex-
plosion in the volume of data produced and subsequently needing to be
analysed has resulted in what is commonly referred to as the Big Data chal-
lenge (Stephens et al., 2015). Big data has rapidly become one of the biggest
challenges for scientists, especially among biological researchers. Due to the
vast improvement of modern science and technology, a huge amount of data
is being generated (Marx, 2013). However, analysing, storing and visual-
ising these data is a major challenge. Therefore well-structured database
systems and the availability of suitable visualisation techniques are impor-
tant to securely store and easily access and extract biological meaning and
new insight from the data (Helmy et al., 2016; Sousa et al., 2016). The first
part of this dissertation focuses on the development of specialised genomics
resources while the second part focuses on the enhancement of the tools
using different visualisation techniques and design principles.

1.1 Molecular Biology Databases

As a brief note to reflect about the history and origin of molecular biol-
ogy databases, in 1962, Victor A. McKusick published a catalogue enti-
tled “Mendelian Inheritance in Man” (McKusick, 2007). At the same time,
the first sequence collection was published in 1965 by Margaret Dayhoff as
a book entitled “Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure” (Chang et al.,
1965). Both publications initiated the idea of making biological data depo-
sition resources for the first time in history. The availability of such data
resources helps scientists to further explore, study and reuse their data to
make new scientific discoveries. In 1970 the PDB (Protein Data Bank) (Bur-
ley et al., 2019) was established as an archive for protein structure data. The
European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) (Cook et al., 2018) was
formed in 1980 to allow scientists to directly submit DNA sequences and to
use it as a central repository. UniProt was later established as the first spe-
cialised genomics resource in the 1980s as Swiss-Prot to cater for functional
information on proteins (Apweiler et al., 2004). Thereafter approximately
1,700 databases have been created during the last 25 years (Imker, 2018).
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Due to the advancement of technologies, scientists estimate that 60-500 mil-
lion whole genomes will be sequenced by 2022 (Cook et al., 2018), which em-
phasises the need to establish database systems to securely store and easily
access this wealth of data. During the last three decades, different institu-
tions have been specialised in storing data generated by scientists around
the world. The European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) of the EMBL in
Hinxton, United Kingdom (Cook et al., 2018), DNA Databank in Japan
(DDBJ) (Nakamura et al., 2012), the National Centre for Biological Infor-
mation of the National Institutes of Health (NCBI-NIH) in Bethesda Mary-
land (Coordinators, 2017), which hosts the Short Read Archive (SRA), are
known as some of the key institutions for data resources and bioinformat-
ics analysis. These data resources, also known as data deposition archives,
help researchers to store and easily access their own and others data when-
ever needed. As volume and complexity grow, the current data deposition
archives were not sufficient to cater to the needs of the research commu-
nity. Therefore, specialised genomics resources, known as knowledge bases
or added value databases, have been developed to help scientists answer
specific biological questions using this data. Specialised genomics resources
allow biologists to perform in-depth exploration, annotation, standardisa-
tion, reanalysis, curation and integration of their data sets. Data deposi-
tion archives and specialised genomics resources are the main two types of
biomolecular resources. In addition to that, some institutions focus on facil-
itating both specialised genomics resources and data deposition archives. As
an example, the European Bioinformatics Institute of the European Molecu-
lar Biology Laboratory (EMBL-EBI) is planning to integrate an added value
database for experimental data in addition to the data deposition resource
that they already have by 2020 (Cook et al., 2020).

1.2 Specialised genomics resources

Specialised genomics resources help the research community to reanalyse
and curate data with non-redundant and consistent visualisation of the data
(Vamathevan et al., 2019). Specialised genomics resources use inherited
data from the data deposition archives to enable a broader community of
researchers to find the answer to a specific biological question. Most of the
specialised genomics resources accommodate data for a particular data type
or a specific organism. Subsequently, large open-access literature databases
such as PubMed, and PubMed Central (PMC) help to explore widely over
the other life science data resources.

My research primarily focuses on the development of specialised databases
and usability enhancement of tools related to forest tree species. There are
several existing specialised databases available focusing on plant species,
and in particular model species such as Arabidopsis. Phytozome (Good-
stein et al., 2012), the Plant Comparative Genomics portal of the Depart-
ment of Energy’s Joint Genome Institute (JGI) (Grigoriev et al., 2012), pro-
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vides web resources for accessing, visualising and analysing JGI-sequenced
plant genomes, as well as selected genomes and datasets around the world.
PLAZA (Van Bel et al., 2018) is another plant-oriented online resource for
exploration of comparative, evolutionary and functional genomics. Further-
more, similar web resources are reviewed in Paper IV.

1.3 The Plant Genome Integrative Explorer platform

In 2008, there were not so many web resources to explore and gain knowl-
edge from non-model plant species such as poplar. Therefore, the Populus
Genome Integrative Explorer (PopGenIE) (Sjödin et al., 2009) was devel-
oped as an integrated set of tools for exploring the Populus genome and
transcriptomics data. Afterwards, in 2012 the Conifer Genome Integrative
Explorer (ConGenIE) was developed as a web resource to host the Nor-
way spruce genome project genome assembly and expression data (Nystedt
et al., 2013). In 2015, the Plant Genome Integrative Explorer (PlantGe-
nIE) (Sundell et al., 2015) was established as a collection of these previ-
ously separate specialised databases. It provides the ability to search, edit,
analyse, visualise, or share genomics and transcriptomics data for different
plant species. Currently PlantGenIE includes dedicated web resources for
Arabidopsis, Norway spruce, Populus species and, most recently, Eucalyptus.
The development of PlantGenIE was inspired by other similar resources and
frameworks such as the electronic Fluorescent Pictograph (eFP) browser
(Winter et al., 2007), Plant Network (PlaNet) (Mutwil et al., 2011), Cy-
toscape JS (Franz et al., 2016) as a plugin to visualise interactive networks
and Interactive Cluster Heatmap library (InCHlib) (Skuta et al., 2014) for
making interactive heatmaps. The early version of PlantGenIE was imple-
mented using Drupal1 and Tripal (Ficklin et al., 2011). Drupal is a Content
Management System (CMS) used for making professional websites. In 2011,
Tripal was created as a Generic Model Organism Database (GMOD) project
(Stein et al., 2002) to serve a web front end based on a collection of Drupal
modules accessing genomics data stored in the Chado database structure
(Mungall et al., 2007). Chado is a relational database schema utilised by
many GMOD installations. It is capable of storing and managing biolog-
ical data such as sequence, sequence comparisons, phenotypes, genotypes,
ontologies, publications, and phylogeny. Chado has been designed to han-
dle complex representations of biological data and is considered as one of
the most sophisticated relational schemas currently available in molecular
biology.

1https://www.drupal.org
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2 Development of the Database
System

This thesis details my development work on the PlantGenIE.org website
and related databases. When I started this work PopGenIE.org was imn-
plemented based on the Drupal CMS. However, I encountered several prac-
tical difficulties while working with Drupal, Tripal and the Chado database
(Ficklin et al., 2011). For example, these difficulties included the frequent
maintenance and security updates associated with Drupal, difficulty of es-
tablishing communication between different PlantGenIE websites, difficulty
in changing the database structure based on PlantGenIE datasets, unneces-
sary maintenance of two database engines instead of having one, difficulty
of making new tools or making small changes to the system without invest-
ing considerable time and effort, and the steep learning curve required for
the advanced usage of the Drupal framework. Therefore, during this PhD
I designed and implemented a new GMOD system. I designed this new
database and associated GMOD infrastructure to be as minimal as possi-
ble, for the establishment of the web resources needed to bind existing tools
implemented in PlantGenIE. The developed Genome Integrative Explorer
System (GenIE-Sys) allows researchers to set up web resources to enable
search, visualisation and exploration of genomics data typically generated
by a genome project (Paper II) and is now used for implementing the
updated PlantGenIE platform (Paper V).

2.1 GenIE-Sys Architecture

The initial aim for the PlantGenIE web resource was to provide access to
gene annotation information for lists of genes together with the inclusion of
basic tools like Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) (Altschul et al.,
1990) and Generic Genome Browser (GBrowse) (Stein et al., 2002) and to
offer a way to visualise the results of microarray expression experiments. In
2007, there were not so many resources available in general and none for
poplar and, at the time, GMOD infrastructures were not widely available
and not well established or mature. However, there were several CMS like
WordPress1, Joomla2 and Drupal available to make professional websites.

1https://www.wordpress.org
2https://www.joomla.org
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The very first PopGenIE.org website was built based on the Joomla CMS
to host initial project goals and basic information. Thereafter, we found
that the GMOD project had created a module in Drupal to accomplish
BLAST using a Graphical User Interface (GUI). Therefore, we swapped to
using Drupal as the underlying CMS for PopGenIE. Unfortunately, there
was a steep learning curve at the beginning to install and customise the
Drupal framework to make a genomic web resource with Drupal Content
Construction Kit (CCK) and Views modules. However, I managed to setup
a genomic web resource with BLAST tool, gene information page, GBrowse
and basic gene search. I then continued to use Drupal until I developed our
own framework as GenIE-Sys.

One major limitation and complication of using Drupal was the need to use
two database engines, namely PostgreSQL (Stonebraker and Rowe, 1986)
and MySQL (Widenius et al., 2002), PostgreSQL for running a BLAST
server and MySQL for Drupal and gene information pages. There were
frequent updates associated with Drupal and these often broke customised
aspects of the web resource at each update. We increasingly realised that we
would need to replace this framework with a simple but sufficient system, as
is further detailed in Paper II. Therefore, I undertook development of our
own version of a resource builder to make genomic websites for genomic and
transcriptomics data. I started beta testing with the developed GenIE-Sys
in 2017 for several PlantGenIE species. The main goal of the system was to
make a lightweight, simple to setup and easy to maintain framework.

The new GenIE-Sys architecture is simple, easy to update and maintain
compared to the previous versions of the PlantGenIE websites. GenIE-Sys
uses one database engine (MySQL), loads only the required data as tables
in the database, and is used as a centralised system to serve different Plant-
GenIE web resources. GenIE-Sys includes an administrative web page that
is used during initial site setup to perform loading of core genome informa-
tion from standardised GFF3 and FASTA file formats. This is achieved by
running parsing scripts in the background to populate the relevant database
tables with these basic data. Whenever additional annotation is needed to
be loaded there are additional tables that can be added to the main database
architecture as annotation tables. Figure 1 shows the main PlantGenIE
architecture based on implementation using GenIE-Sys.

Species that are available in Phytozome (Goodstein et al., 2012) or Biomart
(Smedley et al., 2009), two central repositories of genome data, can be down-
loaded using the extraction tool3 to access the input files required by the
GenIE-Sys site setup parsing scripts. Different parsing scripts provided with
GenIE-Sys can be used to parse raw data (GFF3/FASTA) into suitable for-
mats and to then load them into the database or to create corresponding
indices, for example a BLAST index. Separate species are each stored in
a different database. Administrators can update the path to indices di-
rectories and credentials to MySQL databases in the config.php file and

3http://build.plantgenie.org
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Figure 1: The PlantGenIE architecture based on GenIE-Sys

.The light blue colour lines indicate the components of the GenIE-System
while light green colour lines represent the custom components developed
for the PlantGenIE platform. To easily understand the system, I describe
the GenIE system in five different stages. 1.) Data sources:- Extracting
data from external sources, 2.) Internal Storage:- Parsing raw data into
suitable formats and storing in databases or indices, 3.) Web Services:-
Web services that allow the tools to extract the required data from the
database, 4.) Centralised tools system:- A plugin based system for
developing visualisation tools such as genomic, expression and analysis
tools 5.) Web Resources:- PlantGenIE web resources have different
tools for data visualisation and provide cross-links between internal (Pop-
GenIE.org, AtGenIE.org, ConGenIE.org etc) and external web resources
(PLAZA, Phytozome, Tair, etc).

the settings.php files respectively to install the GenIE-Sys. The core mod-
ules are the skeleton of the GenIE-Sys as it handles the layout properties,
directory structure and basic administration functions. The default plu-
gin directory contains routing and tool pages plus directories for Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS), JavaScript, and Web Services. Basic site configurations
including passwords, menus and theme information are stored in the GenIE
file system.

The GeneList tool is the central tool, where a user can search for genes based
on different types of annotation and subsequently save the resulting gene list.
Users can select a starting gene list of interest, then other PlantGenIE tools
can be used to explore the data of the selected genes, to make changes to the
current gene list and, finally, the revised gene list can be saved for further
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exploration. There is a database to keep gene lists that are being saved by
different users. All this data can be accessed using a RESTful web service
(Masse, 2011).

Within the navigation system of the GenIE-Sys, as described in the Paper
II, when a visitor requests a particular tool by clicking the menu item, the
system will first check the availability of the plugin in the plugin directory.
If the requested plugin is available, it will be displayed in the GenIE-Sys
website; if the plugin is not available, the user is presented with an informa-
tive error message and a link to report the problem. The plugin has direct
access to the databases via web services. The selected plugin will then be
rendered inside the GenIE-Sys user interface with the help of the currently
selected theme. Furthermore, the plugin also has access to settings files
to get database credentials, BLAST directory indices or other parameters
associated with GenIE-Sys.

2.2 Centralised plugin system

To reduce the maintenance overhead in PlantGenIE websites and to ensure
efficient cross-site updates, I implemented all the PlantGenIE plugins into a
central repository and allowed central repository access by all our genie sites.
Therefore, once an administrator updates a plugin in the central repository,
the changes will automatically synchronise among all other PlantGenIE sis-
ter sites. Therefore, we can host multiple PlantGenIE resources on the web
server without putting much maintenance effort into it. Figure 2 depicts
the centralised plugin system that has been implemented for the PlantGenIE
platform.

2.3 Database Architecture

Chado (Mungall et al., 2007) is a popular relational database schema cover-
ing a variety of biological domains. It is an open-source, community-derived
database schema for PostgreSQL. For the time being, there is no corre-
sponding Chado database for MySQL. Chado is an ideal database schema
for handling and storing complex representations of biological data. Our
initial versions of PlantGenIE were based on the Chado database, however
as a primary focus for our resource is transcriptome, gene expression, co-
expression and Genome Wide Association Study (GWAS) data. I found
that having a number of smaller and separate tables for each data type, and
for storing gene lists, was preferable as it has been both easier to maintain
and to optimise lookup times for large gene lists. I have therefore designed a
set of simple database schemas, which I have found facilitates and simplifies
administrator maintenance and updates.

There are primary, secondary and expression table sections in the database.
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Figure 2: Centralised tool system that has been implemented in Plant-
GenIE where a tool gets used many times by different PlantGenIE web-
sites.
Here is an example of exNet tool implemented in PopGenIE.org, EucGe-
nIE.org and ConGenIE.org websites. A centralised exNet plugin commu-
nicates with the GeneList database to retrieve the active gene list and
communicate with Translation database to retrieve the ortholog informa-
tion.

Depending on the user needs, a site owner or administrator can add ad-
ditional tables, for example to adding GWAS, phenotype data, expression,
co-expression modules to the main database architecture (Figure 3).

2.4 Public Data Access — FAIR compliance

Online repositories are expected to promote FAIR data principles (Find-
able, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable) (Wilkinson et al., 2016) as a
framework to implement robust and responsive software practices. Hence,
biomolecular resources, whether it is a data deposition archive or specialised
genomics resource, are expected to follow the FAIR guidelines. FAIR guide-
lines will enable genomics resources to find each other, talk to each other
and remain available for re-use regardless of their public availability and
speciality. Therefore, following FAIR guidelines is critical for the future of
research and innovation. The PlantGenIE platform, as an example utili-
sation of GenIE-Sys, is dedicated to following FAIR guiding principles as
detailed below, with this being a common long-term goal for the GenIE-Sys
and PlantGenIE projects (FAIRsharing Team, 2018).

Unlike the centralised architecture, where each institution uploads their data
into a centralised database, in a federated infrastructure each institution
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Primary tables

Annotation tables - transcripts

Annotation tables - genes

GeneList tablesExpression tables

correlation_expatlas_clr
edg_id
gene_i1
gene_i2
corr1
gene_info_gene_id
gene_info_2_gene

int(11)
int(11)
int(11)
double(16,10)
varchar(60)
varchar(60)

PK

N
FK
FK

defaultgenebaskets
gene_bask
ip
time

int(10)
varchar(255)
timestamp

PK

N

expression_exatlas_experiment_3
id
sample
log2
gene_i
sample_i
gene_info_gene_id

varchar(60)
varchar(60)
double(20,14)
mediumint(11)
mediumint(11)
varchar(60)

PK

N
N
N
FK

gene_atg
gene_id
atg_description
atg_id
gene_i

varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(24)
mediumint(11)

PK
N

PK

gene_go
gene_id
go_description
go_id
gene_i

varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(24)
mediumint(11)

PK
N

PK

gene_info
gene_id
chromosome_n
gene_start
gene_end
description
gene_i

varchar(60)
varchar(16)
int(16)
int(16)
varchar(255)
mediumint(20)

PK

N

gene_kegg
gene_id
kegg_description
kegg_id
gene_i

varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(24)
mediumint(11)

PK
N

PK

gene_pfam
gene_id
pfam_description
pfam_id
gene_i

varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(24)
mediumint(11)

PK
N

PK

genebaskets
gene_basket_id
gene_basket_name
harga
genelist
ip
time

int(10)
varchar(100)
bigint(16)
mediumtext
varchar(255)
timestamp

PK

N
N
N

sequence_color
id
scaffold
feature
start_point
end_point
transcript_info_transcri
transcript_info_transcri

varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(255)
mediumint(20)

N
N
N
N
N
FK
FK

share_table
gene_basket_id
gene_basket_name
harga
genelist
ip
time
randid

int(10)
varchar(100)
bigint(16)
mediumtext
varchar(255)
timestamp
varchar(255)

PK

N
N
N
N

transcript_atg
transcript_id
atg_id
transcript_i
description
transcript_info_transcri
transcript_info_transcri

varchar(255)
varchar(24)
mediumint(11)
varchar(255)
varchar(255)
mediumint(20)

PK

PK
N
FK
FK

transcript_info
transcript_id
gene_id
description
chromosome_nam
strand
gene_start
gene_end
pac_id
peptide_name
transcript_start
transcript_end
transcript_i
gene_i

varchar(255)
varchar(60)
varchar(255)
varchar(16)
varchar(2)
int(16)
int(16)
varchar(20)
varchar(50)
int(16)
int(16)
mediumint(20)
mediumint(20)

PK

N

N
N

PK
N

transcript_potri
transcript_id
potri_id
transcript_i
transcript_info_transcri
transcript_info_transcri

varchar(255)
varchar(24)
mediumint(11)
varchar(255)
mediumint(20)

PK

PK
FK
FK

Figure 3: Database diagram of GenIE-Sys shows transcript info and
gene info tables as primary tables.
Any of the secondary tables can be changed, updated or added without
affecting the main system. Primary tables, Annotation tables, Expression
tables and GeneList tables are part of GenIE-Sys database. Annotation
tables can be based on either genes or transcripts. Expression tables are
used by Expression and Network tools. Administrators can add additional
annotation or expression tables depending on their demands. The se-
quence colour table is used to colour the various sequence contexts within
gene information pages. GeneList tables contain the required tables for
saving and sharing gene lists.

hosts their data in internal databases and afford an interface enabling finding
interoperation between such federated resources. Federated infrastructure
in GenIE-Sys promotes Findability as it helps researchers to find data eas-
ily. Therefore, using the PlantGenIE platform as an example utilisation of
GenIE-Sys, researchers can easily identify annotation by using gene names,
transcript IDs or synonyms. Metadata and cross-links provide information
to the user to make persistent links between publications and original data
sources such as the SRA (Leinonen et al., 2010a), European Nucleotide
Archive (ENA) (Leinonen et al., 2010b) or Phytozome (Goodstein et al.,
2012).

Anyone with a computer and an internet connection is able to access and
share data through GenIE powered resources. Accessibility of data is
ensured as users can retrieve data directly or via an approval process such as
one of the included Application Programming Interface (API)s. Therefore,
PlantGenIE websites as an example of GenIE-Sys powered resources and the
corresponding FTP site (File transfer protocol) (Postel and Reynolds, 1985)
provide long term availability of data for its users. However, accessible in
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FAIR does not mean open without constraint. Data can be retrieved directly
or via an approval process. Source code of the system is also available under
a free and open-source licence.

Ontologies, meta-data and additional annotation are being used in Plant-
GenIE sites as GenIE-Sys powered resources to improve interoperability.
Interoperability imposes data to follow standards, avoid redundancy between
experiments as well as provide other knowledge. Cross-site communication
between different PlantGenIE sites can be achieved using a cross-species
gene list. An Application Programming Interface (API) is being developed
to provide RESTful web services for external users to access the database
directly.

Sites created by using GenIE-Sys allow for new scientific discoveries to be
made with a non-redundant and consistent set of tools. Therefore, the re-
sults from the PlantGenIE tools are reusable to reproduce the standard
output formats such as GFF3, FASTA, TSV. Metadata such as ontologies
can also be reused within other frameworks or platforms (ex: Pythzome
(Goodstein et al., 2012), Galaxy (Afgan et al., 2016)). This will allow sci-
entists to make discoveries by using data in different formats. For instance,
saved gene lists can be reused internally to make a further investigation with
different analysis tools or results from the BLAST tool can be reused and
visualised in the JBrowse (Skinner et al., 2009) tool. There is also an option
to export the results to be visualised in external tools; for example, results
in the sequence search tool can be sent to phylogeny.fr (Dereeper et al.,
2008) tools to generate the corresponding phylogenetic tree. GenIE-Sys is
also available as a Docker container (Merkel, 2014) to ensure reusability as
it can be installed on different platforms.

2.5 Integrating the PLAZA and PlantGenIE resources

PLAZA is a well-established resource for plant genomes that provides anal-
ysis and comparative genomics tools and access to pre-calculated orthology
and gene family information (Proost et al., 2009). The underlying PLAZA
pipeline calculates ortholog information using four different methods and is
implemented as a set of Perl and Python scripts that perform a number
of parsing, analysis and filtering steps. The pipeline output is stored in a
custom MySQL database, the content of which is then available to an end
user within a web architecture based on the CakePHP framework (Gold-
ing, 2008). We have been collaborating with the PLAZA developers to be
able to use their pipeline to generate gene family and ortholog information
that we are then integrating within the PlantGenIE platform. We are using
the PLAZA pipeline output to generate a cross-species translation database
containing the orthology results and these are then used to translate gene
IDs across species, enabling users to create cross-species gene lists to move
between the different PlantGenIE species (Paper V).
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2.6 Example usage of the GenIE-Sys powered resources

2.6.1 EucGenIE usage (Paper III)

The Eucalyptus Genome Integrative Explorer (EucGenIE) provides a user-
friendly web resource to explore Eucalyptus genomics, transcriptomics and
systems genetics data with interactive visualisation tools.

Figure 4: EucGenIE workflow for determine secondary cell wall synthase
Extract homologues genes in Eucalyptus grandis based on previous A.
thaliana analysis (McCaig et al., 2005) using EucGenIE BLAST tool.
There are 44 laccase genes which are homologous E. grandis to laccase
annotated A. thaliana genes. Similarly, extract the peroxidase genes from
comparative genomics analyses (Li et al., 2015). There are 93 peroxidases
annotated genes. Then we use combine both results to get 137 genes and
save it as a new gene list in EucGenIE.org website (1). Now we can con-
tinue with the analysis using analysis tools. (2) . shows the expanded
network at threshold 5 in exNet tool with two clusters. 51 out of 137 genes
are clustered in large sub-network, and 8 out of 137 genes are grouped in
a small sub-network. Now we save two sub-networks into separate gene
list in EucGenIE.org website. When we look at the two sub-networks in
exHeatmap tool (3), we can clearly identify the two clusters are highly
expressed in roots and immature xylem, respectively. Enrichment tools
show that sub-network one genes are highly enriched in stress-related pro-
cesses and sub-network two genes are highly enriched in cell wall functions
(4). We are interested in finding genes which are involved in Secondary
Cell Wall (SCW) formation in E. grandis. Therefore, we used eight genes
in subnetwork two to continue with further analysis. When we look at
them in the exPlot and exImage tools, we can see most of the genes are
highly expressed in the xylem tissue (5,6). Using the exNet tool we found
that the co-expressed genes are involved in SCW biosynthesis, for exam-
ple including genes involved in the production of cellulose, hemicellulose
and lignin (7). Using a xylem specific dataset in the QTLXplorer tool,
we can see most of our candidate genes overlap with lignin content, sugar
release and pulp yield trait Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL) (8).
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Through use of EucGenIE users can formulate and test hypotheses from
large-scale systems biology and population genomics data. In this paper, we
present a case study investigating the roles of laccases and peroxidases in
lignin polymerization during stress response and the wood formation process
in Eucalyptus. Figure 4 shows steps that we went through during the case
study.

2.6.2 Norway spruce wood development (NorWood)

Using three genetically identical biological replicates that included samples
from the dividing cambium to latewood from the previous year, the authors
produced a high-spatial resolution RNA-Seq dataset to profile gene expres-
sion across the wood formation zone of Norway spruce (Jokipii-Lukkari et al.,
2018). To find major patterns responsible for wood formation the authors
performed a global analysis of all expressed genes (18,513) using two types
of clustering method. Hierarchical clustering based on Pearson correlation
was performed on 7,788 genes with a minimum variance across the three
replicates, resulting in seven (a-f) distinct clusters with distinct gene pro-
files.

A general agreement between the maximum relative expression value in each
cluster and what was proposed related to the manual tissue annotation based
on staining and visual examination of the cross sections was shown in a Gene
Ontology (GO) (Consortium, 2008) enrichment analysis of the clusters. For
instance categories related to cell division including DNA replication and
regulation of cell cycle were enriched in one cluster that peaked in the cam-
bial area while SCW complex Cellulose synthase A (CesA) genes ( 4,7 and
8), which are the genes annotated for secondary cell wall formation, were
located in a cluster peaking over the secondary cell wall formation zone.
Another clustering was done by assigning each gene with the highest ex-
pression to the sample, this way genes were assigned to several samples if
that gene had the highest expression in several samples. For example, genes
assigned to sample T1-03 were highly enriched for processes related to cell
division, reflecting that T1-03 contained the cell layer of dividing cambial
cells and similarly all secondary cell wall related genes were assigned to sam-
ples located in the SCW formation zone. Therefore, this GO enrichment of
the sample clusters agreed with expected developmental processes. A set of
17,942 genes were used to construct a gene-gene co-expression network was
calculated using the Mutual Information (MI) and Context Likelihood of
Relatedness (CLR) co-expression inference algorithm from which four net-
work statistic metrics were calculated: degree, betweenness, closeness and
average nearest neighbour degree. The betweenness and closeness central-
ities were transformed into a rank for easier interpretation. For example,
MA 10018650g0010 located in cluster-b had a high betweenness rank and
indicated that it may be involved in the transition between xylem cell ex-
pansion and maturation.

As a working example shows in Figure 5 for the NorWood database the
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CesA gene family in Picea abies (Norway spruce) was identified by starting
with one of the genes in the group of CesAs in A. thaliana. Similarly using
the Comparative analysis of Plant co-Expression networks (ComPlEx) tool,
the authors identified five P. abies genes that were coexpressed with the
CesA genes from both A. thaliana and Populus trichocarpa (poplar), of
which four were also co-expressed in the P. abies wood cross section series.
Interestingly three genes forming the SCW synthase complex, CesAs 4,7
and 8 were closest homologs to the CesAs. Meanwhile the fourth gene in
P. abies clustered outside the CesA sub-cluster but were closer to the CesA
sub-cluster than the CesA-like sub-cluster. Collectively nine Transcription
Factors (TF) which have been previously been shown to be involved in
the regulation of wood development were represented in the co-expression
neighbourhood of the four genes, at a Z-score of five.

As a second working example for NorWood, the authors looked closer at
some known regulators of the homologs of CesAs 4,7,8. Interestingly two
TF, both the VASCULAR NAC DOMAIN (VND)7 and NAC SECONDARY
CELL WALL THICKENING PROMOTING FACTOR1 (NST1), were not
among the first neighbours of the SCW formation complex. Each of these
two genes had only one expressed representative in the P. abies wood de-
velopment dataset. The SCW CesAs correlated with the VND homolog as
a third degree neighbours, suggesting that it may be a regulator further
upstream in the network, as in angiosperms. However, interestingly, the ex-
pression profile of the NST homologs differed significantly from the profile
of CesAs 4,7 and 8 indicating that the NST homolog may have a different
function in gymnosperm wood development.
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Figure 5: Identifying possible regulators of secondary cell wall synthase
genes using the NorWood website (http://norwood.congenie.org).
(a) First, the authors extracted the gene family from AtGenIE gene
information page for cellulose synthase A7 (CesA7; AT5G17420) gene.
PlantGenIE phylogenetic tree was created for CesA7 gene families us-
ing PlantGenIE GALAXY workflow for A. thaliana, P. abies and P. tri-
chocarpa species. (b) The ComPlEx tool has been used to determine the
co-expression between the expressed CesA gene family members in Nor-
wood and their P. trichocarpa orthologues. (c) CesA genes with conserved
co-expression extracted at a threshold 5 using exNet tool in ConGenIE.org
website. The four neighbourhood P. abies genes were orthologous to the
A. thaliana secondary cell wall CesA genes. exPlot tool was used to vi-
sualise the expression pattern of four genes. T1-T3 symbolise the three
replicate trees and dashed vertical lines symbolise cambium/expanding
xylem, secondary cell wall/programmed cell death and mature xylem/late
wood zones respectively. (d) A network subset of TF neighbours genes
was selected at threshold five and results were examined in the heatmap
in Norwood website.
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3 Information Visualisation

With advancement of modern technologies and science, genomics projects,
including genome sequencing, transcriptomics, GWAS and epigenetics as-
says, produce vast quantities of data. Researchers cannot identify biological
insights by looking at these vast quantities of raw data. However, the data
can be made interpretable and accessible when it is visually represented or
made interactive in virtual environments (Chen, 2013).

A brief definition of Visualisation is found in (Card, 1999).

Visualisation - “the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual rep-
resentations of data to amplify cognition.” (Card, 1999)

In the physical world, where metaphor does not exist; we can use information
visualisation to make an abstract meaning. These types of images can be
generated by raw data and are therefore sometimes called data visualisation.

Information Visualisation - “the use of computer-supported, inter-
active, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition.”
(Card, 1999)

People are more technologically knowledgeable and capable than ever be-
fore and huge amounts of genomics, transcriptomics, genome-wide associ-
ation and epigenetics data are being collected, stored and analysed on a
daily basis. New methods of visualisation are therefore needed to help sci-
entists to find new ways of exploring data as well as enabling them to make
new discoveries. Ultimately, information visualisation will be used to re-
shape everyday life. This section of the dissertation focuses on the history
of visualisation, different visualisation techniques and how to apply those
techniques to visualisation of biological data.

Information visualisation has a long history dating back to our ancestors
who tried to interpret and express their ideas and imagination in visual for-
mats. The earliest use of visualisation was found in cave painting, geometric
diagrams, in tables of the positions of stars and other celestial bodies, and
in the making of maps to aid in navigation and exploration (Chen, 2013).

Before the 17th-century modes of visualisation were based mainly on maps,
displaying landmarks, cities and roads. In 1644, Michael Florent Van Lan-
gren, a Flemish astronomer, is believed to have provided the first visual
representation of statistical data (van Langren, 2018). He used a horizontal
line to place the 12 known estimates of the difference in longitude between
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Toledo and Rome. Thereafter, we can find examples of graphics being used
as a visual representation of data and statistics. For example; maps started
to show more information than just the orientation and location. In the
18th century, William Playfair created most of the commonly used graphical
forms, such as line graphs, bar charts, circle charts and pie charts (Playfair,
1801), which became popular and that are still extensively used in day to
day data visualisation.

A user’s activity within an information space to explore and find valuable
and interesting information becomes an integral part of understanding the
importance of information visualisation. There are two types of traditions
in information visualisation (Chen, 2013). The first generation of infor-
mation visualisation is related to the structure-centric focus. A structure-
centric tradition considered everything as a structure, which revealed some
of the ground-breaking topics during the 1980s, such as Hyperbolic view
(Munzner, 1997), Fisheye View (Schaffer et al., 1996), SemNet (Fairchild,
1988), Worlds within Worlds (Feiner and Beshers, 1990), Perspective Wall
(Mackinlay et al., 1991), Information Visualiser (Chen, 2013) and Cone
Trees (Robertson et al., 1991) and interesting examples of historical and ge-
ographical visualisations, including the loss of Napoleon’s army, ARPANET
maps (Heart et al., 1970), NSFNET traffic (Mills and Braun, 1987), and the
MBone network (Eriksson, 1994).

The second generation of information visualisation discussed beyond the
structure-centric mindset and placed emphasis on increasing challenges to
visualise the profound dynamics that govern rapid as well as gradual changes
to many practical issues. Due to advancement of modern technology, ex-
tracting biological knowledge from huge amounts of complex data is becom-
ing a challenge, therefore, in addition to a usable system a user demands
an interactively engaging and appealing experience when exploring data. In
this context, I will focus on more substantial integration between knowledge
discovery and data mining as the mainstream of information visualisation.
As information visualisation extends to a broader range of practical do-
mains, it is necessary to incorporate new technologies that can efficiently
detect changes and emerging patterns.

Information visualisation systems are divided into different categories to
understand the rationale behind using particular information visualisation
techniques. These categories include visualisation of search results, visual-
isation for exploration of information spaces and visualisation of the web
and the literature of a subject domain. For example, Cone Tree (Card
et al., 1991) was developed at Xerox PARC in the 1990s to enable the rep-
resentation of 3D hierarchy models with large multiples of nodes, which
has been used in several systems with varying rationales of design, such as
CyberWorld (Gibson, 2015), Cat-a-Cone (Hearst and Karadi, 1997), and
Hyperbolic 3D view (Munzner, 1997). The Cone Tree metaphor has drawn
attention to how a particular information visualisation mechanism can be
adapted to cater for varying design rationales depending on different user
requirements,
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which will be the basis for discussion of the dynamic centric tradition. In-
formation visualisation helps us to see things that were not previously un-
derstood by abstract data. It is highly connected to human perception.
To understand human perception there are six internal sense bases (eye,
ear, nose, tongue, body, mind) (Kelly, 2008) to perceive external forms, as
described in Table 1.

Table 1 Information visualisation and Human perception

Sense bases Sense Feeling Perception Volition

Eye Vision pleasant,
sad, neutral

Identify objects To see

Ear Sound pleasure,
sad, neutral

Identify sounds To hear

Tongue Taste Good, bad,
neutral

Identify taste To taste

Nose Smell good, bad,
neutral

Identify smells To smell

Body Touch pleasure,
sad, neutral

Identify touch To Touch

Mind Thoughts pleasure,
sad, neutral

Perceive
thoughts

To think

However, in visualisation, we use our eyes to perceive signals and our mind to
process and interpret the information. To understand visualisation fully we
need to see how the human eye, brain and mind function and to understand
their limitations and capabilities. Various research has been conducted to
understand how the human mind and brain work to understand visualisa-
tion. I do not wish to deeply discuss the optical focusing system of the
human eye or human mind and memory functions. However, researchers
have pointed out that the human perceptual system is limited, not only in
how rapidly we can perceive and recognise objects but also how long we can
remember variables (Heekeren et al., 2008).

3.1 Cognition

When considering graphics to visualise data it is important to understand
human cognitive abilities, the study of which is known as cognetics. Cog-
netics can be intrinsic, extrinsic or germane. Intrinsic cognitive load focuses
on the task itself while extrinsic load is caused by the type of material, rep-
resentation, and interaction necessary for learning the material. Germane
load is the amount of conscious cognition and touches on processes that are
directly relevant for learning (Keller and Tergan, 2005). The mind can be
either conscious or unconscious. The unconscious mind controls processes
of which we are not aware of at the time, i.e. one is not paying attention
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to, not thinking of (Raskin, 2000). An unconscious event can trigger an
event to move to the conscious mind. However, there are abilities we know
belong to the unconscious (perception) and to the conscious (attention).
Raskin provides a table of properties that display the differences between
the unconscious and conscious mind (see Table 2).

Table 2 Properties of the unconscious and conscious mind

Property Conscious Unconscious

Engaged by Novelty, emergencies,
danger

Repetition, expected events,
safety

Used in New circumstances Routine situations
Can Handle Decisions Non-branching tasks
Accept Logical Propositions Logic or inconsistencies
Operates Sequentially Simultaneously
Controls Volition Habits
Capacity Tiny Huge
Persists for Tenths of seconds Decades (lifelong)

Information visualisation can be considered as an interrelationship between
the user interface and the cognitive factors such as associative memory,
spatial ability and visual memory, which can be visualised as an associative
network in semantic space (Masucci et al., 2011). Empirical studies by
Dourish and Chalmers in 1992 (Dourish and Chalmers, 1994) investigated
the interrelationships, based on factor-referenced tests, of these cognitive
abilities. The main results of these studies are summarised as follows to
find profound connections between visual user interfaces and a number of
cognitive factors.

The first study focused on the overall searching strategies in visual naviga-
tion and concluded that there is a strong correlation between spatial ability
and how accurately a spatial structure is memorised. The second study
analysed the relationship between associative memory (MA-1) and visual
memory (MV-1) in information foraging performance and concluded that
there is a strong correlation between associative memory and overall recall.
The study was performed on ten subjects who searched for two topics. In
the third study twelve subjects were included with each asked to perform
searches on four topics using both a spatial and a textual user interface
according to a Latin- Square design. The study was designed with spe-
cial reference to spatial ability (VZ-2) and associative memory (MA-I). The
study showed that a spatial user interface was negatively correlated with as-
sociative memory, whereas a textual user interface was negatively correlated
with spatial ability.

When in comparison to spatial ability and visual memory, the authors found
that associative memory seems to be a good predictor of information for-
aging performance within our semantically organised spatial environment,
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typically explaining between 60-70% of the variance in recall and precision.
In addition, it was also observed that individuals with good associative mem-
ory were more likely to prefer the spatial user interface when compared to
the textual one.

The conclusion from this work was that more attention should be paid to
the role of associative memory in the design, use, and evaluation of vir-
tual environments as it covers graphical user interfaces (Schroeder, 2008)
for visual navigation and information foraging purposes. These two studies
suggest the importance of developing new measurements to study human
factor studies. The authors discussed spatial navigation, semantic naviga-
tion, and social navigation as three types of metaphors for the design and
use of an information space. However, the author’s primary focus was on
spatial and semantic metaphors of navigation. All of the above three studies
were conducted in a single-user mode, which makes it hard to predict the
implications of sharing a semantic space with multiple users.

3.2 Psychology of perception

Colin Ware, an expert in the psychology of perception, points out that pat-
terns are more easily understood by the human eye as a means to interpret
data (Ware, 2019). Unique features help us distinguish an object at a glance.
One among many important aspects of perception is highlighted here, the
pre-attentive meaning of an object can be processed in less than 10 millisec-
onds. This, in other words, means information is communicated without
any conscious action when compared to non-pre-attentive features, which
require 40 milliseconds or more (Ware, 2019).

As an example, Figure 6 shows an exImage tool that has been implemented
in PlantGenIE to visualise gene expression data across different plant sam-
ples using colour patterns rather than the corresponding numerical values.

Reading the left-hand table (A) requires the viewer to search through the
table for the lowest and highest values, which is attentive and obviously takes
longer than 40 milliseconds for response and the short-term memorisation
of the general layout of the numbers. On the right image (B), a qualitative
understanding of the image is immediately conveyed, with the use of the
colour shifting the process to pre-attentive, as detailed in Figure 7. Red
colour represents the high expression value and the blue colour represents
the lower expression values in the colour legend of the right side image (B).

Figure 7 shows a table of different visual properties that we can use for
different data types (Iliinsky and Steele, 2011). For instance; there are a
lot of colours in the world, but the human eye cannot differentiate many
similar colours at a glance. We can more easily differentiate a large number
of shapes, a huge number of positions, and an infinite number of numbers.
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Figure 6: EucGenIE exImage uses different visual encodings for visu-
alising relative mean difference of normalised expression values among
different exAtlas tissue samples for given gene ID Eucgr.A02805.

When choosing a visual property, it is important to use the one that has
a number of useful differentiable values of the data. Therefore, it is more
important to consider variables against the holistic context of the overall
data than it is to compare such features randomly for each variable.

3.3 Data Domains

There are many different forms of information visualisation. Biological data
is often highly complex and it is therefore important to carefully select the
respective data domain for visualisation. Type by Task Taxonomy (TTT)
can be described as below and according to Shneiderman (Shneiderman and
Plaisant, 2010).

• 1D: Textual docs, lists of names, all which can be organised in se-
quential order.

• 2D: Map data: each item covers some part of a total area.

• 3D: World data, structure modelling, or results represented by vol-
umes and surfaces

• Multidimensional: n attributes become points in an n dimensional
space.
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Figure 7: Illustration of the Table of common visual properties to help
to select an appropriate encoding for different data types by Designing
Data Visualisations by Julie Steele, Noah Iliinsky.

• Temporal: Items/Events with a start and finish time

• Tree: Inheritance and relationships

• Network: Relationships

By considering Shneiderman’s TTT we can map our own genomics research
data visualisations in PlantGenIE to data domains, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Summary of types by Task Taxonomy used in PlantGenIE for
different data domains.

Types by Task Tax-
onomy

Data Domains Example usage in
PlantGenIE

1D Textual GeneList/Gene infor-
mation page

2D Spatial exImage/Venn
Multidimensional Categorical exHeatmap
Temporal Temporal exPlot
Tree Hierarchy Enrichment
Network Network exNet
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Figure 8: An interactive TreeMap that shows as an Enrichment tool in
PlantGenIE website to visualise hierarchical GO categories for selected
genes.
Colour indicates the statistical significance of enrichment for a term within
the input gene list compared to the background gene list (for example all
genes in the genome. Red represents highly significantly enriched GO
categories, yellow for the low significance. The input gene list can contain
thousands of genes. When we click a particular process on the TreeMap,
it will zoom in to the next layer show the detail categories of the process.

In PlantGenIE, textual information is given as plain text in both gene infor-
mation pages as well as in the GeneList tool. A hierarchical data domain
organises data into a tree-like structure, with a single root, to which all the
other data is linked. The hierarchy data domain starts from the root, and
expands like a tree, adding child nodes to the parent nodes. As an example;
GO provides a broad set of terms arranged in a hierarchical order for gene
products and protein annotation. GO terms are primarily categorised into
three root-levels; molecular function, biological process and cellular compo-
nent. In PlantGenIE, GO enrichment results are visualised as a TreeMap
(Johnson, 1992) as shown in Figure 8.

A categorical data domain is segmented qualitatively rather than quantita-
tively. Categorical data visualisation focuses on qualitative measurements
rather than the quantitative aspect of data depending on the groupings of
data. Therefore, it is comparatively difficult to visualise categorical data.
An alternative Venn diagram (Lu and Dietrich, 2004), Category Map (Yang
et al., 2003), and Mosaic (Huh, 2004) are some of the examples of categorical
data visualisation. In addition to the above examples, in PlantGenIE there
is a tool called exHeatmp (Figure 9) to visualise hierarchical clustering of
genes based on the selection of the distance function and then visualising
this as an interactive heatmap along with the corresponding clustering den-
drogram. The selected distance function helps to categorise the dataset by
quantifying the similarity of the expression of genes or samples. Users can
select individual clusters by selecting a clade of the dendrogram.

Unlike hierarchical data, networks can be complex. Entities can have many
connections that interact in different ways. In PlantGenIE, there is a tool
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Figure 9: An example visualisation of exHeatmap tool in PopGenIE web-
site to visualise hierarchical clustering of expression values across Populus
tremula exAtlas tissues.
This is an interactive heatmap where user can select clades or rows to
create a new gene list. The colour represents the standard score value of
the gene expression values where blue represents a low value and red a
high value.

called exNet to visualise relationships between entities. The exNet net-
work visualisation tool allows users to explore the co-expression networks
of selected genes. Figure 10 shows an example of a network visualisation
in PlantGenIE implemented using the Cytoscape JS plugin (Franz et al.,
2016).

3.4 Visualisation Techniques.

The following techniques can be considered as visualisation techniques and
are important when designing usable systems.

3.4.1 Optimal foraging theory (OFT)

Optimal Foraging Theory (OFT) was first introduced in biology as a model
that helps predict how an animal behaves when searching for food (Pyke,
2010). When it comes to information visualisation, OFT explains the gains
and losses from the user’s point of view in accessing and extracting the
relevant information and making optimal use of knowledge. Therefore, un-
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Figure 10: An example of Co-expression Network visualisation tool
called exNet shows co-expression.
exNet visualises co-expression between genes in the active gene list, across
all experiments in all sample collections. A co-expression network is con-
structed where nodes represent genes and edges represent co-expression
above a selected threshold. Increasing or decreasing the threshold leads
to expansion or contraction of the network. Nodes (genes) are coloured
according to the tissue with the highest expression in the E. grandis tissue
exAtlas.

derstanding the mechanism used by a user when searching for desired infor-
mation is essential as it helps to select the most optimal option from among
a variety of available options or “scent” that will take users closer to the
desired information. For instance, in the web navigation system, multiple
levels of menu structure would make it difficult for users to extract the de-
sired piece of information (the link they wish to find). This could be a major
source of cognitive overload for website users. Therefore when I designed
the PlantGenIE resource (Figure 11), I avoided having multiple levels of
menus and introduced a few common categories such as Genome, Analysis,
Expression and Community tools to easily identify different functionalities
of the tools and tried to keep consistency between different GenIE sites to
avoid the cognitive overhead of the users.

3.4.2 Cognitive map

A cognitive (Tversky and Simonson, 1993) is an internal neural representa-
tion of the landscape in which an animal travels. Animals that use cognitive
maps can “visualise” the landscape or the physical layout of the environment
and solve orientation problems by referring to cognitive maps. The same
metaphor applies in the information visualisation instead of the landscape;
a user navigates through the information system to find the relevant piece
of information with a proper orientation by referring to cognitive maps. For
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Figure 11: Primary menu structure of The Populus Genome Integra-
tive Explorer (PopGenIE.org) website, demonstrating a consistent menu
structure that has been integrated across the PlantGenIE platform.
Right side menu can be used as a secondary navigation menu for the
website.

instance, a navigation menu should provide navigation with orientation and
a home logo provides easy access to the homepage.

OFT and cognitive maps described the history and fundamental theories of
the designing the menu. Interfaces should be intuitive in other words, and
interfaces should be understandable and familiar for the user. However, the
designer’s mental model will not always match with the user’s requirement
or the user’s mental map (Norman, 1988). Therefore users can feel disori-
ented, lost, frustrated and insecure (Thissen-Roe et al., 2004). However,
in PlantGenIE, I allowed multiple methods of navigation to enable ease of
access to any part of the web resource irrespective of the orientation of the
website, which might help most of the users to easily navigate through the
website. While keeping this principle in mind, I experimented with the use
of a sidebar menu in addition to the primary menu as a secondary way of
navigation (Figure 11) to the system.

3.4.3 Vector-Space Model (VSM)

A Vector Space Model (VSM) for information retrieval describes how docu-
ments and queries are represented as vectors of weights in a high-dimensional
space. Since both queries and documents are represented as vectors, docu-
ment–document or a query–document relationships can be determined using
the VSM. Trajectory mapping and Latent Semantic Indexing models
are variants of VSM. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is designed to over-
come the vocabulary mismatch problem faced by information retrieval sys-
tems (Deerwester et al., 1990) which weighted the documents by specifying
not only by the number of occurrences but also by the actual meaning. The
Lexical Chaining method considers synonyms and polysemy in addition
to LSI. At the time of writing this dissertation, Complex Networks Theories
has become an important area of research among scientific communities,
including computer science, physics, statistics, and information technology
(Albert et al., 2000). In 2001, Larry Page introduced the PageRank al-
gorithm (Page, 2001) as an evolutionary result of VSM. PageRank is used
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by Google Search to rank web pages in their search engine results. To-
day, complex networks became a key tool in biology to explore and gain
in-depth biological insights. In PlantGenIE, InfoMap is visualised as clus-
tered genes within aggregated network models generated by the Seidr pro-
gram (Schiffthaler et al., 2018), which is an example of VSM.

3.4.4 Overview + Detail

When there are multiple layers of information within a single dataset, the
Overview + Detail (O+D) technique can be used with two screens or two
separate views. As an example, in the PlantGenIE exNet tool separate
panels are used to display additional information about the selected node
(Figure 12).

Figure 12: A popup window is used as an additional panel to display
in-depth information about the selected node/gene.

3.4.5 Focus + Context

Focus + Context (F+C) is a technique that is very much similar to the
Overview + Detail (O+D) technique. However, with Focus + Context
(F+C) the most important data then becomes the focal point at full size
and detail. The Focus + Context (F+C) technique is usually accomplished
within one window or view. As an example, I use a Fisheye view (Sarkar and
Brown, 1992) in the exPlorer tool to highlight the active gene list (Figure
13).

3.4.6 Single-window

To prevent a user needing to switch attention between separate data visu-
alisation views, which results in a strain on working and visual memory, I
developed the exPlorer tool (Figure 14). This tool supports discoverabil-
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Figure 13: Fisheye view to highlight the active gene list in Explorer tool
(http://aspleaf.plantgenie.org). Tooltips used as a focus point and give
detail overview of the gene list.

ity of different tools and reduces the cognitive load as most of the tools are
available within one window. As such, a user does not need to remember
the navigation links or the name of the tool that they need to visit to per-
form their next analysis. Different tools can be displayed within a single
dashboard view as an alternative visualisation of the same data using the
currently active gene list and the selected dataset. The user can add and
remove panels within the tool to create an optimal combination of data rep-
resentations to aid interpretation and information extraction or discovery
without scrolling (Thissen-Roe et al., 2004). The views are dynamic so that
as a user selects a gene, or set of genes within one component of the view,
all other components are dynamically updated to display the same gene(s).

Figure 14: An example of the PlantGenIE Explorer tool, used here to
present data from a P. abies drought stress experiment. This example
can be found in http://haas2019.plantgenie.org/
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3.4.7 Previews

Previews, also known as “visual scent” (Willett et al., 2007) are a way
to quickly expose the content of the final results. Previews help users to
effectively change and update the results without waiting for final results to
be created. In PlantGenIE, previews have been used in various tools and
locations to enable users to make more informed choices for an analysis. For
example: exHeatmap shows a real time preview of the selected genes and
samples and dynamically updates the heatmap as options are selected and
changed. Hence, a user can easily modify the heatmap figure according to
their preferences, seeing the result of those changes in real-time.

3.4.8 Animations

Animation is a useful technique for displaying characteristics that change
over time. It can be a moving object, an object changing as it moves,
or changing properties (Bederson and Boltman, 1999). Animation helps
maintain the user’s mental model of the data while moving from one state
to the other (Henry et al., 2007). In PlantGenIE, animation effects help
users to understand the possible actions. For example: adding genes into
a gene list is indicated by a circle moving from the GeneList tool to the
number icon on the left side menu.

3.5 Human-computer interaction design principles

Design principles cover broad ideas about the practice of design, as well as
rules and suggestions to design usable interfaces and interaction design id-
ioms (Cooper et al., 2007). Integrating design principles, design processes
(Mannapperuma, 2010), and design patterns is essential to designing effec-
tive and usable interactions and interfaces. Here I consider some of the
key design principles that are highlighted in HCI literature (Norman, 2013;
Rogers et al., 2011; Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2010).

3.5.1 Affordances

Perceivable design elements, such as call to action buttons, different cursor
movements, relevant links and icons have been used to design the Plant-
GenIE tools. These possible actions between an object and an individual
are called affordances. Affordances can be considered as visual clues that
help to understand how to use a particular design object. Perceptual psy-
chologist J. J. Gibson (Gibson, 1986) invented the term affordance as the
actionable characteristics between the world and a user, which can be inter-
preted as invitation character (Brown, 1929) and as valence (Adams, 1931).
Don Norman (1988) proposed that affordance can be applied and taken ad-
vantage of in design (Norman, 1988), and later affordance was differentiated
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by Gaver (Gaver, 1991) depending on the available perceptual information.
According to Gaver affordance was categorised as false affordance, percepti-
ble affordance, hidden affordance, and correct rejection affordance. Norman
argued that the concept of affordances has been heavily misunderstood and
overused (Norman, 1999). However, his recommendation for HCI to consider
as perceived affordance. Affordance is a relationship between the agent and
the object and it is not a property. For instance, as shown in Figure 15,
the three-dimensional style of PlantGenIE buttons gives hints that they are
meant to be clicked. Therefore, clear visual cues or strong affordance help
users to understand more unambiguous signals about how to use a particu-
lar design object. Similarly, a rectangular input box with a placeholder and

Figure 15: An example of affordance apply in PlantGenIE BLAST tool.
The use of a three dimensional style provides strong affordance as com-
pared to the increasingly weak affordances from right to left for the
BLAST text link shown.

highlighted border suggests that a user should click and type something.
Highlighted borders are considered as an affordance which makes its func-
tion clearer. In order for an affordance to work it needs to be noticeable to
the user. For example, a hand cursor can be used as an affordance to give
a clue about possible actions to buttons or links.

3.5.2 Signifiers

Clear meaningful buttons, labels, notifications and icons are helpful to un-
derstand the possible actions. These signals are called signifiers. Affor-
dances give a clue about the possible actions while the signifiers help to
communicate where the possible action should take place or help to dis-
cover those possible actions. Signifiers often reduce the number of possible
interpretations and make affordances clearer. Users need some way to under-
stand the product or service they use, its functionalities as well as possible
alternative actions. Therefore, designers need to give clues to the user on
how to use the particular product or service. Signs, labels, and icons can be
considered as a few examples of signifiers. In PlantGenIE, I made an effort
to make meaningful labels, buttons, icons, error messages to give clear mes-
sages to the user about the purpose, structure and the functionalities of the
tool (Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Some of the signifiers used in PlantGenIE platform.
Clear meaningful icons, tool controls, error messages, buttons and input
controls with place holders from left to right respectively.

3.5.3 Continuous Feedback

In general, computer systems are black-box designs. Hence, users are un-
aware of the activities that are taking place behind the computer screen.
Therefore, continuous feedback is essential for the user. Otherwise, the
user can become easily frustrated, lost or will try to find an alternative so-
lution. As Thissen argued, feedback needs to be immediate within 1/10 of a
second for the user to like the system (Thissen-Roe et al., 2004). Feedback
can be given in different forms, such as a visible highlight, change of the
style, messages, cursor changes or sounds. PlantGenIE contains a consid-
erable amount of genomics and transcriptomics data and analysis of those
data may take a substantial amount of time to generate the final results.
Therefore, most analyses are calculated server-side. Hence, giving continu-
ous feedback to inform the user about the current status and let them know
it is still working in the server-side is essential. Otherwise, the user can
easily get lost when there is no feedback from the tool during their analysis.
Hence, the user will simply leave the tool, refresh the page or try to find an
alternative tool. Therefore, continuous feedback using pre-loaders or corre-
sponding waiting notifications are used in PlantGenIE tools (Figure 17)
to provide information about what action is being performed and when the
result has been accomplished.

3.5.4 Mapping

Mapping is the relationship between two things, the controls and their move-
ments and the results in the world. It is important to have a kind of mapping
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between controls and effects in all artefacts (Rogers et al., 2011). As an ex-
ample; researchers who are working in the greenhouse know (and dislike) one
of the herbivore bugs that attack plant species. I use a similar metaphor
(e.g. a thrip for the Arabidopsis website or the chrysomelid beetle for the
poplar website) for reporting bugs in the tools. This can also be consid-
ered as mimicry as it as an act of copying properties of familiar objects,
organisms or environments (Lidwell et al., 2010). As another example, in
PlantGenIE there is a tool called exMatch that helps to find genes with a
chosen expression profile using a colour legend. A user can create the desired
pictorial representation of expression levels and search for genes with this
expression profile. This tool is metaphorically similar to drawing a picture
and identifies genes that match to the colours of the samples (Figure 17).

Figure 17: exMatch tool to find tissue specific promoters.
Drag colours from left side colour legend and drop into the samples. Then
find genes which are matching with shaded colours of the samples, red rep-
resents the high expression values and blue represents the low expression
value. This tool can be found in https://eucgenie.org/exMatch

.

3.5.5 Constraints

Constraints can be considered as discovering ways of limiting the number
of alternatives (Norman, 1988) or the user interaction that can take place
at a given moment (Rogers et al., 2011). Constraints can be categorised
as physical, logical, semantic, or cultural. Since we have not yet optimised
PlantGenIE to work with mobile devices, a computer and the internet are
needed to use PlantGenIE web resource, this could be considered a phys-
ical constraint. Standard Input boxes have been used to search gene IDs,
synonyms or description, which can be considered as semantic constraints.
PlantGenIE uses standard representation of buttons and icons; for instance,
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a magnifying glass is used for searching as the relationship between the
zoom button and the searching function became a logical constraint for in-
ternet users. Most of the users of PlantGenIE are plant biologists. Hence,
I have used metaphors that are related to plant biologists and this can be
considered as a cultural constraint. As Norman stated “natural mapping
works by providing logical constraints” (Norman, 1988). Consequently, we
need to design our tools to ensure that they are natural and make sense.
Correspondingly, most of the tool inputs at PlantGenIE start from the left
side then the process and finally, the results display in the right hand side
while following the natural eye moment (Bradley, 2011), the search input
box will be displayed at the top of the website as it follows the fundamental
web design concepts. While this left-to-right flow will be familiar and seem
logical to many, it may be counterintuitive to those used to reading right to
left.

Figure 18 shows the design principles that have been used when developing
PlantGenIE tools.

Figure 18: The design principle elements that have been used during
PlantGenIE development.
Affordances, signifiers, feedback, mapping, and constraints are some of the
design principles examples (Norman, 2013). Design principles have been
applied while keeping the consistency of fonts, colour, contrast thought
the design process.

3.5.6 Consistency

Consistency can be referred to as usage of similar design elements and
similar operations to accomplish a similar task. Consistency enables users
to achieve a similar task more efficiently. There are different GenIE re-
sources for different species at the PlantGenIE platform. Therefore, main-
taining consistency between each site is essential. Hence, users can follow the
same workflow or guidelines to explore different PlantGenIE sites and tools.
Keeping consistency additionally facilitates developers to easily maintain
and update web resources where the corresponding codes elements are com-
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monly called. For instance, a centralised tool system has been implemented
in PlantGenIE, through use of GenIE-Sys, where tools need to be updated
only once and the implemented changes are then simultaneous applied in all
other subspecies websites.

3.6 Design Challenge

Even though we have all the design principles and literature suggesting how
to design usable web resources, it remains a challenge to find a balance
between different design principles and applying them to make a usable
system. For example, if we try to apply principles of constraint to the
resource, we might hide the important information from the user. We need
to find the balance and fine-tune between each and every design principles
and visualisation techniques. This mandates the importance of having a
structured testing phase in the design process of the web resource. Most of
the design principles are related to each other; for instance, signifiers make
affordances clearer, constraints try to find ways of limiting the number of
alternatives while an affordance suggests the range of possibilities. Mapping,
constraints and feedback are interrelated with each other such that finding
trade-off is essential to make a usable tool. Sometimes inconsistent designs
are actually easier to use than consistent interfaces (Grudin, 1989). Grudin
(Grudin, 1989) stated that increasing the number of places where knives
are stored reduces consistency, and it also might take time to learn the
places where they are stored. However, the placement of the knives in
different places often makes it easier to find them as different knives are
used for different purposes, for example, steak knives, butter knives, fish
knives, table knives. The same principle applies in web design, when we
overuse consistency users might get confused or unable to understand the
context and difference between tools. Introducing inconsistency can make
it more difficult to learn the system at the beginning but in the long run
it may ultimately make a site easier to use. Therefore, we need to find the
trade-off in the use of design principles and visualisation techniques.
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4 Triangulation in UX studies

Use of multiple data methods and data sources in qualitative research is con-
sidered as a triangulation as it helps to develop a thorough understanding
of phenomena (Patton, 2014; Weick, 2015), this is a mixed-method strategy
to test and validate by combining information from different methods and
data sources. Patton, Denzin and Lincoln (Denzin and Lincoln, 2008; Pat-
ton, 1999) described four types of triangulation: (a) method triangulation,
(b) investigator triangulation, (c) theory triangulation, and (d) data source
triangulation (Carter et al., 2014). Paper I presents how multiple meth-
ods, also known as mixed-method evaluation, such as an online survey, web
analytics, and design walkthrough were used as an example of triangula-
tion. I used probabilistic and purposeful sampling methods to conduct the
usability evaluation of PlantGenIE tools (Paper I). Probabilistic sampling
can be considered as a form of random selection, and purposeful sampling
can be achieved using the subjective selection process. When the evaluation
is conducted in several stages of the evaluation process, that evaluation be-
comes formative, which is the typology of research purpose (Patton, 2014)
in my study.

I conducted preliminary usability studies using a survey with survey ques-
tions extracted from usability evaluation methods (Lin et al., 1997; Lund,
2010). All selected questions were divided into five usability quality compo-
nents based on the literature - Introduction to Usability by Jakob Nielsen
(Nielsen, 1999a). Survey questions were tested with a selected number of
users at our department to understand the relevance and reduce the com-
plexity of the questions. On the basis of this initial survey some questions
were removed or adjusted according to their suggestions and by following
the guidance for framing qualitative inquiry questions (Patton, 2014). The
final version of the survey consisted of closed-ended questions; however, to
get general user feedback I also included some open-ended (free-text) ques-
tions. The non-probabilistic voluntary based sampling strategy was used to
invite users to answer the survey questions by including a link to the survey
at the PopGenIE homepage. The sample size determines the quality of the
data, and the amount of usable data obtained by survey answers.

“Web Analytics” was used as a second evaluation method. According to
the Web Analytics Association (WAA): “Web analytics is the measurement,
collection, analysis and reporting of Internet data to understand and opti-
mise web usage.” (Web Analytics Association, 2007). Web analytics also
helped to validate the survey results and application of design principles,
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processes and practices. Web analytics is more than just monitoring a web-
site. Analytics reports include large amounts of data related to the user
performance, overall traffic, and user behaviour. There are a number of
web analytics tools available (Bekavac and Garbin Praničević, 2015), some
of which are free and open source, self-hosted, based on JavaScript or web
server logs to produce analysis and reports.

Web analytics is an extremely powerful system that provides a wealth of
information about how visitors use a particular website for a given period of
time. Different platforms may produce different results due to the usage of
their technology. For instance, some platforms consider robots within their
analysis, some are based on JavaScript tags while others rely on weblogs.
Therefore, in PlantGenIE, I use several web analytics methods to understand
and optimise web usage (Table 4).

Google Analytics (GA) serves over 85% of the commonly used websites that
use traffic analysis tools (W3Techs, 2020). Furthermore, other researchers
(Bhatnagar, 2009; Hasan et al., 2009) suggested and evaluated GA as a use-
ful web analytic tool. In addition to that, GA is free, easy to use, and it
is remarkably full-featured for conducting quantitative user analytics. Di-
mensions and metrics are the two main building blocks in GA. Geographic
locations, demographics, traffic sources, landing pages, and behavioural flow
are some of the examples of dimensions. Metrics are individual elements of
a dimension that are measured by a sum or a ratio. For example, conver-
sion rate, number of visits, pages per visit, bounce rate, etc. Probabilistic
sampling such as stratified or clustered and purposeful sampling strategies
can be used with GA. For instance, how many site visitors are interested in
a particular function of the tool. Since 2012, we have been collecting data
using GA to identify user behaviours performances. This includes demo-
graphic, screen tracking and custom report methods. Figure 19 shows a
heatmap representation of how we use GA results to redesign web pages.
This example demonstrates the usefulness of implementing a sidebar menu
in addition to the primary menu to ease navigation to analysis tools irre-
spective of the location within the website. This proves that the usage of
design principles could increase the usability of our resource as described
above under the cognitive maps.

Behavioural pattern analysis within GA provided us with informative indi-
cators based on user interactions with the PlantGenIE tools. After I studied
these user behavioural flows, I created predefined workflows as described in
the Paper I based on the GA behavioural patterns.

As the majority of our users are geographically remote, we do not have the
opportunity to directly interact with them to develop a detailed and person-
alised understanding of the real problems that they face when discovering
problems or barriers to use at the site. This makes it challenging to identify
the underlying logic or reason underlying observed user interactions with
the site. However, there are some dimensions that inform an holistic view of
usage of the entire site. For example, bounce rate shows users who just visit
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Figure 19: Shows the PopGenIE user clicks based on Google Analytics
from 24-th of Jan 2019 to 22-nd of February 2020. Sidebar menu has 13%
of user clicks compare to 0.8% user clicks to Analysis tools in the primary
menu.

one page of the website and then leave. Bounce rate gives an indication of
a confused user or lack of information to further continue within the site.
We can use this information when we redesign the website by observing if
there are specific entry points with higher bounce rates. Similarly, we can
observe bounce rates at any point within the site, for example, to see if a
specific tool has a high bounce rate.

We use Crazy Egg (Cunningham and Robertson, 2013) as a second web
analytics method in PlantGenIE. Among other analytics methods, Crazy
Egg provides a unique feature by capturing real-time screen activity of the
users. A screencast is informative to observe a users’ behaviour pattern and
this helps to find the real issue that they are facing during their analysis.
Tracking individual user behaviour in this way is not an easy task with other
analytics tools. However, Crazy Egg records each and every user behaviour.
As developers, we do not have enough time to watch each and every user
behaviour but we could inspect them randomly, for example, every 10th
screencast by Crazy Egg. Therefore, we can observe commonly encountered
problems on the website, which provides invaluable insight as to how we can
fix an identified bug, improve the information presented to the user without
making them further frustrated or to implement GUI interface changes to
better facilitate site navigation, interaction or tool discovery.

Crazy Egg also provides a valuable feature called the A/B test, which al-
lows making changes to the website through their tracking script without
editing the source code of the website. The A/B test uses the Multi-Armed
Bandit Test (Vermorel and Mohri, 2005) to test the control and the variant.
Therefore, we can test many variants as we want to see user performance
of the original design (control) element as well as the new design concept
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(variant). Hence, we can decide which design principle would better suit the
website to maximise usability by comparing control to the variant. Once we
are satisfied with the variant, we can change the source code of the real
website.

Figure 20: Four visualisation formats of PlantGenIE front page usage
provided by Crazy Egg. A.) Confetti, B.) Overlay, C.) Heatmap and D.)
Scroll map

Crazy Egg analytics provides a clickable heatmap that provides an indication
of active user engagement with the website (Figure 20). Some important
parts of the website could be less engaging to the user and receive less user
attention than the other parts of the website. As a result, we can redesign
those important components which need more user attention by using design
principles and visualisation techniques as mentioned above.

Webalizer (Webalizer, 1997) analytics, on the other hand, provides unfil-
tered information using web server logs. This is valuable information as
it includes all the detailed information to all the websites including bots,
crawlers and robots. Since we have hosted many websites in our web server,
this is the only way to track all such activity in one tool. This self-hosted
web analytic tool gives information about overall traffic, entry and exit pages
of the websites, missing pages such as 404 server errors, as well as overall
user statistics.

All three analytics methods that are being used are quite different and keep
track of different results, for example, overall traffic, user performances,
user behavioural flow, user click patterns and overall server usage, during
a given period of time. Screen recordings, confetti, and heatmap views
provide valuable information about the overall usability of the website. Es-
pecially the user screen recording provides important information that is
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used during redesigning of the website as well as fixing bugs. Screen record-
ing works as a real-time tester which is much better than performing formal
observation. When we do observation sessions the user has a feeling that
someone is directly observing their activities and this can alter their natural
behaviour. However, screen tracking provides indirect user observation in
real-time along with additional information such as type of the web-browser,
operating system, operation, duration etc.

As an example, one of the key user frustrations that we observed from
the Crazy Egg screen recordings was a lack of information on the front
page, which is essential for ease of access, or insufficient error messages and
feedback. Whenever a user has to wait without pre-loaders they rapidly
question whether the site is functioning and will either leave or force a re-
load.

Focus groups were used as our next usability evaluation method. It is a
form of group interview that is often used in social science research as a
qualitative evaluation method. Focus group sessions were conducted using
a selected number of plant biologists at UPSC who were using our web re-
source and asked them to use the site to find answers to practical biological
problems. Focus group discussions were then conducted based on the Plant-
GenIE basic tool functions. Since all group members were already familiar
with some version of the PlantGenIE tools, we discussed their likes and dis-
likes about the tools and observed their activity while they performed the
analysis. Most of the time they came up with alternative ideas to improve
the web resource. I met the focus group once or twice a month for the last six
months to get feedback and to identify and observe problems that they are
facing. Feedback and ideas from the focus group are important as they help
to evaluate the ‘proof of concept’ of PlantGenIE tools in cases where I ask
them to test in-development versions. Focus groups also provide more in-
formation about similar web resources on the internet and their comparison
with features of the PlantGenIE tools. As an example, a focus group sug-
gested using tabs instead of full-page information for the gene information
pages as tabs provide the obvious-at-a-glance separation between content.
From a design point of view, this looks appealing on the webpage and it is
also faster to load separate sections depending on the user demands (with-
out loading unnecessary contents). In PlantGenIE, I therefore now make
separation of content using tabs, for example: basic, sequence, expression,
community annotation, publication. Figure 21 shows how we can use tabs
in a usable way at the PopGenIE gene information pages.

A panel of usability professionals were recruited to evaluate the GUI and its
functionalities based on their expertise in interaction design. Experts may
suggest fundamental yet important usability issues that day-to-day of spe-
cialist end user may not identify. Experts use ten usability heuristics (Paper
I) proposed by Jakob Nielsen to evaluate specialised genomic web resources
(Nielsen, 2005). These were experts in system design and interaction design
but not experts in biology. Therefore, they advise about components such
as call to action and overall design of the website. Such experts can provide
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Table 4 Comparison of different Web Analytics methods used by PlantGe-
nIE platform.

Webalizer Google Analytics Crazy Egg

Free Free Free (basic, plus and
pro plans)

ease of use ease of use ease of use
self-hosted using we-
blogs

remotely hosted remotely hosted

Lack of context context of raw data Context of raw clicks
User-friendly reports user-friendly reports user-friendly reports
Take into account all
the web traffic

Do some filtering for
the overall traffic

Do some filtering for
the overall traffic

Lack of customisation Require some effort to
customise

Easy to customise

Work with JavaScript
disabled browser

Doesn’t work with
JavaScript disabled
browser

Doesn’t work with
JavaScript disabled
browser

Open-source Not open source Not open source

Overall traffic can
be considered as
a weblog analyser,
extensive language
supper perhaps not
user-friendly reports

Leader of the an-
alytics, user perfor-
mance, overall traffic,
user behaviour, filter-
ing and reporting ca-
pabilities.

Heatmap, overlay,
scroll map, List, con-
fetti report, detailed
screen record

Fast command-line
configuration

Logfile analyser JavaScript tagging JavaScript tagging
webalizer.org google.com/analytics crazyegg.com

different suggestions about the application of design principles and visual-
isation techniques, evaluate these from a different perspective. One of the
benefits of expert evaluation is that it can be used at any stage of a design
process.

A walkthrough is an alternative usability method that I used in the mixed-
method evaluation. As the name suggests, a walkthrough involves walking
through a particular task with the tool and identifying usability problems
along the way. A walkthrough can be either pluralistic or cognitive (Nielsen,
1994). A cognitive walkthrough aims to simulate a user’s mental model and
to find an answer to a stated problem while stimulating the users’ goal and
memory to lead them to the next correct action. This is the most common
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Figure 21: Here is an example of how we could use tabs in PopGenIE
web resource to show information of Potri.001G000400 gene.
A.) shows no connection between the tab, active tab and the contents.
B.) has good integration of tabs, but there is no contrast between the
content and the active tab. C.) shows the better application of tab while
showing separate colour for active tabs.

and feasible walkthrough in the design process. Often, I had an opportunity
to perform cognitive walkthroughs during the development of prototypes
while designing a tool or finding a solution to particular issues relating to
tool design and interaction.

A pluralistic walkthrough involves multiple groups such as designers, usabil-
ity experts, system developers, including the users. Since many groups need
to be involved in this walkthrough, it is known as pluralistic walkthrough. I
have not utilised pluralistic walkthroughs during the development of Plant-
GenIE due to the complications of gathering multiple groups into one place
to perform the evaluation. The advantage of pluralistic walkthroughs is that
they help to gather information by strongly focusing on user activity at a de-
tailed level. However, in the mix-method evaluation, I used a combination of
alternative methods such as web analytics and expert review together with
the cognitive walkthrough to collect detailed information about the users’
activity.

4.1 Development Life Cycle

If you of think my research as well as the product of this thesis as a process
of data to understanding, the following Figure 22 provides a holistic view
of the entire process.
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Figure 22: Development Life cycle that is utilised to make PlantGenIE
web resource.
There are different stages of the life cycle during the development of Plant-
GenIE, which is a combination of various fields and knowledge. Knowl-
edge from computer science has been used to acquiring data from different
data sources, parsing into suitable formats and storing in our database.
Data mining and filtering can be done using different statistical meth-
ods and algorithms. Knowledge from Graphic designing and Human-
computer interaction is useful to make prototypes and make usable tools.
The entire development cycle is an iterative process.

4.2 Summary of the papers

Paper I. Designing Bioinformatics tools for specialised users
Over the past few years we have been designing and developing bioinfor-
matics tools in PlantGenIE, most of which are online tools. In this paper
we discussed the application of design principles, practices and process to
make usable bioinformatics tools. A affordances, signifiers, mapping, feed-
back and constraints are the main design principles that we used in this
paper. Several usability methods such as surveys, web analytics and usabil-
ity studies at our office together with expert reviews were used to evaluate
the impact of applying design principles to the system. A survey was com-
piled using previous literature based on five usability quality components
such as learnability, memorability, efficiency, errors and feedback, and satis-
faction. 57 users participated in the survey among which the largest single
group were plant biologists (22/57). Over 75% of the survey results showed
strong favourable response to all five usability quality components. We used
web analytics to further validate the survey results using different dimen-
sions and matrices, such as page views, bounce rate and behaviour patterns.
Usability studies using observation also help to identify the issues currently
being faced with the system. In addition, expert review methods utilise
experts who have deeper knowledge in their respective fields and as these
experts are non-biologist, they only consider the web design, layout, call
to actions, overall quality of content, colour scheme and typography rather
than actual functionality of the tools. Finally, in this paper, we suggested
guideline steps and a framework for future designers to follow when they
develop genomic web resources.
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Paper II. GenIE-Sys
There is an ever-increasing number of genomes being sequenced, many of
which have associated RNA-Seq and other genomics data. The availability
of easy to implement, user-friendly web-accessible tools ensures that these
data resources provide maximum benefit to the community. However, there
has been relatively little innovation in implementing such frameworks. We
developed the Genome Integrative Explorer System (GenIE-Sys), as detailed
in the beginning of this thesis, to enable easy implementation of a web
resource for searching, visualising and exploring genomics data typically
generated by genome projects.

Paper III. EucGenIE
EucGenIE is a freely-accessible online genomics resource for Eucalyptus tree
species implemented using GenIE-Sys. The primary goal of the resource is to
enable the mining of genomics, transcriptomics, and genomics data in Euca-
lyptus. EucGenIE allows plant biologists to perform comparative genomics
and evolutionary studies to understand gene expression regulation and the
genetic architecture of complex traits. EucGenIE is integrated within Plant-
GenIE. Therefore, EucGenIE also benefits from the genome, expression and
analysis tools previously implemented within the various subdomains: Con-
GenIE, PopGenIE and AtGenIE (Conifer, Populus and Arabidopsis Genome
Integrative Explorers). After selecting a gene using the GeneList, different
tools can be used to explore the expression and other data of the selected
genes and a revised gene list can be saved. Together with expression net-
works and associated visualisation tools, PlantGenIE includes tools for ex-
ploring cross-species conservation and divergence of gene co-expression net-
works. EucGenIE allows plant biologists to further investigate secondary
growth, long life span, and dormancy, all traits that are currently underrep-
resented in other resources that focus on model or agricultural species. A
use case example is detailed in the Figure 4.

Paper IV. Cyberinfrastructure to Improve Forest Health and Pro-
ductivity
In the recent years of advancement in technology, maintaining high through-
put data is challenging. Data integration and data transformation are im-
portant steps of biological data pre-processing and it is important to reduce
and avoid redundancies and inconsistencies in the resulting data set. This
paper discusses the importance of four database systems developed, the
TreeGenes, Hardwood Genomics web, Genome Database for Rosaceae and
Plant Genome Integrative Explorer (PlantGenIE). These different databases
have been set up according to the needs of processing the biological data,
for instance, the TreeGenes and Hardwood genomic web focuses on expres-
sion data integration for non-model trees and metadata retrieval and cross-
study analytics for population genetics studies, while Genome Database for
Rosaceae focused on improving access and visualisation of genetic maps
as well as breeding tools. In comparison, PlantGenIE provides advanced
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visualisation for expression data for forest tree species with a reference
genome. In order to maintain the integrity and to avoid inconsistencies
these databases are seeking connection to border plant repositories such as
Phytozome, PLAZA, and Planteome, that provide genetic and ontological
resources which will also allow and improve the utility of cross-site query-
ing. These databases will be implemented with advanced natural language
processing, automated metadata capture, and ontological term assignment
to allow queries not only of genetic data but also the associated phenotypic
and environmental data, for example.

Paper V. PlantGenIE-PLAZA
PlantGenIE contains genomic data for a core set of forest tree species that
currently comprises P. tremula, P. abies and E. grandis together with A.
thaliana made accessible for plant biologists as reference datasets. PlantGe-
nIE has become more advanced and user friendly with regards to previous
versions of the resource. PlantGenIE is now reimplemented through use of
GenIE-Sys, which uses a git repository system, meaning any updates become
centralised. This allows automatic updates at all GenIE-Sys websites with-
out the need for reinstallation or extensive maintenance changes allowing
any change to plugins or core features to be applied simultaneously across
all PlantGenIE species.

PLAZA is a well-established resource for plant genomes that provides analy-
sis of comparative genomics tools and access to pre-calculated orthology and
gene family information. We have integrated a number of PLAZA features
within PlantGenIE, including generating phylogenetic trees for each gene
family with integrated visualisation of expression data to help inform the
determination of potentially functionally conserved orthologs based on the
expression. We have developed or implemented new and improved tools, for
a instance Venn tool for producing Venn diagrams and a new analysis tool
named exPlorer (expression exPlorer) that provides an integrated view of
the existing expression tools within a single window all of which have been
implemented as plugins within GenIE-Sys.

With regards to user experience, a number of changes to the PlantGenIE
interface have been made by applying design principles which includes use
of affordances, signifiers, continuous feedback to indicate tool activity, map-
pings and constraints and improved interface consistency, to improve the
user experience. Moreover, now users can select up to four tools to view si-
multaneously, where selected genes within one component tool updates the
active gene in all other active tool views.

We have defined a set of core species depending on the availability of ex-
pression data. Cross-species gene lists for core and focal species are made
easily accessible within the PlantGenIE GUI.
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5 Conclusions

5.1 Design process

One of the primary goals of this thesis was to establish and provide biologists
with an integrated framework to apply for the development of bioinformatics
tools that they can later utilise to obtain insight into the processes in cells,
different species and genomes (Figure 23).

Figure 23: Design process for web based genomics tools.
Starting with the prototype, then apply design principles and visualisation
techniques to reshape the tool and use heuristic evaluation methods to
make usable tools with the help of user feedback. The design process
starts with the prototype or the production tool of the previous version.
Mere the iteration will make the better user-friendly and usable tools.

Below I summarise and outline the design process that I have developed dur-
ing this thesis, which can be utilised and implemented by the bioinformatics
community in the development of similar resources.

5.1.1 Low fidelity prototype/cognitive walkthrough

I start with a low fidelity prototype after performing a cognitive walkthrough
with our team members (Segura et al., 2012). In the cognitive walkthrough, I
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try to stimulate the user’s need. With the identified user needs kept in mind,
I then design a wireframe sketch. Previous literature highlighted the impor-
tance of using interactive wireframe prototypes rather than paper-based
prototypes (Lim et al., 2006). There are many automated tools available for
designing sketch, simulation, mind-mapping, or video capturing etc. For ex-
ample, tools such as Micorsoft Visio (Microsoft Corporation, 2018), Adobe
Illustrator (Adobe Inc., 2019a), Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Inc., 2019b) pro-
vide a wide range of drawing and different screen layouts. Sketch (Webalizer,
2011), Balsamiq (Faranello, 2012) or Axure (Axure, 2012) are great tools to
make interactive prototypes. For the time being, I prefer to use Sketch to
make interactive prototypes.

5.1.2 Feedback from real users and focus group

Once I have established a low fidelity prototype, I can show the prototype to
real users to get some initial feedback. Informed by these user likes, dislikes
and ideas I can then improve the prototype or change some functionalities.
I can then apply design theory and principles into the wireframe prototype
and make the first high fidelity prototype. I then deploy my programming
skills, knowledge about visualisation techniques and design principles to
reshape the prototype to make a functional tool.

5.1.3 Advice from design experts

Although I applied design visualisation techniques and design principles to
the best of my abilities, it is always recommended to additionally get some
extra advice from design experts. These are experts in the field of HCI or
UX design. They have a different perspective on the layout, typography,
contrast, colour etc. The tool needs to be adjusted and fine-tuned according
to their advice. This step can be considered as an optional step; however,
I prefer to use it when I develop web-based genomics tools. If a design ex-
pert cannot be found locally there are several outsourcing market platforms
that offer design experts for a moderate price, for example upwork.com1,
springboard.com2 or freelancer.com3 are among a few of them.

5.1.4 Evaluation of the tool with web analytics

This is the step where I can evaluate the tool using web analytics tools.
There are both free and expensive tools available on the internet. I prefer
to use more than one analytic tool as they offer different dimensions and
metrics to measure the user performance, behaviour pattern and statistics.
In PlantGenIE, I use Google Analytics (Hasan et al., 2009), Crazy Eggs
(Cunningham and Robertson, 2013) and Webalizer (Webalizer, 1997).

1https://www.upwork.com/
2https://www.springboard.com/
3https://www.freelancer.com/
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5.1.5 Feedback from real users

No matter how much effort I put into designing the tool, the final goal is to
satisfy the need of the end-user and to speak the user’s language. Nowadays
users expect more than the usability of the tool; for example, a user expects
more reliable, appealing and interactively engaging tools in addition to the
usability. Hence, this step is important as it directly influences the overall
usability improvement of the tool. If the user is satisfied with the final
version of the tool, I can make it as a publicly available tool and assign
with the new version number, using this version until the user requests
more requirements. At that point, the current production version can be
considered as a prototype to make a new iteration. Also if the user is not
happy with the current tool I have to make one or a few more iterations
until they are satisfied with the tool. It is important to have in mind that
it is rarely possible to please everyone, but I also cannot accept making and
deploying an unusable tool. It is recommended to have some bottleneck
measurements before making a tool public. For instance, less than a 30%
bounce rate in GA is a good aim or at least 70% user satisfaction from
survey results is also a good measurement (Bradley, 2013).

At each step of the above process I have to make changes to the initial proto-
type or the actual tool as well as update the user documentation accordingly.
I have been working on this model for the last few years and it worked for
us. I noticed a significant increase in usability aspects in PlantGenIE tools.
As an example, the home page can be considered as the face or the starting
point to any website, it gives an identity and first impression to the user.
Figure 24 shows the earlier version of PopGenIE web resource with the
current version of PopGenIE resource and how I improved the design using
design process.

Figure 24: Shows the first version of the PopGenIE system before I
adapted the tool based on the design process.
The left side figure shows the v1.popgenie.org homepage and the right
side shows the current version of the PopGenIE home page.
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5.2 Challenges of the study

During this PhD I performed a range of usability studies using different
usability methods, as described in Paper I, to improve the usability of the
bioinformatics tools I have been developing.

Surveys are the most popular usability method for evaluating user experi-
ence. However, when I design web resources for a target audience such as
biologists, web surveys can often provide limited information. Although I
conducted the primary usability studies using surveys, surveys do not mea-
sure actual product usability, they more provide insight as to user prefer-
ences (Nielsen, 1999b). Also, I had difficulty interpreting and understanding
the survey results, for instance, what does a user mean by answering a scale
based question?; Are all rating scales comparable to all the participants?;
Are these measures quantitative?; Is it the true judgment based on usability
of the tool or how they feel? Users are also often reluctant to participate
in the surveys as it is a time consuming process. I found that the results of
the focus group and design walkthrough are more useful for designing web-
based genomics resources. Feedback from the focus group is useful during
the initialisation of the tool as they become the true intended user group
(biologists), and results of the design walkthrough are useful during the re-
design phase. On the other hand, expert reviews are important to make sure
about the usage of visualisation techniques and design principles. However,
web analytics is substantially more useful than any other analytics methods
as it gives continuous feedback without more effort. It can be used at any
step in the design process. Combining several analytics methods gives a
holistic view of the user performance, behaviour and overall traffic, which
will help to concentrate and redesign the particular process or design ele-
ment easily and then make sure the results of the redesign using the same
analytics method.

5.3 Future Perspective

Due to the vast improvement of modern science and technologies, a huge
amount of data is being generated. As a result, collecting, collating, pars-
ing, storing, filtering, refining and visualisation are increasingly important
in science as data grows rapidly in volume and complexity. GenIE-Sys will
become useful for scientists who wish to set up their own web resource
for searching, visualising, editing, sharing and reproducing their genomics
and transcriptomics data while using project raw data with minimal up-
dates and maintenance. There is a great potential to expand GenIE-Sys
by adding GWAS, population genetics, epigenetics, metagenomics, and phe-
notype data. I have already made some effort to make GenIE-Sys as a
centralised system where all our visualisation tools such as the genome, ex-
pression and analysis tools will be placed into a central repository and used
only once inside the PlantGenIE platform. The advantage of being cen-
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tralised is that we need to update the tool features in only one place with
all the necessary changes simultaneously synchronised to all other GenIE
sister sites. The centralised system will allow us to have less maintenance,
ease of integration of new tools and make it easier to change existing fea-
tures while maintaining consistency across the sister sites. I am planning to
make APIs for all our tools and improve the user and administrator docu-
mentation. I will also explore new dimensions such as allowing scientists to
use GenIE-Sys as a cloud-based service to make their own web resource. In
the future, many researchers may contribute to improving the GenIE-Sys
as I have made this open source and available as a public git repository in
the hope that this can stimulate the establishment of a community base of
developers.

Applying visualisation techniques and design principles to making specialised
genomic web resources will be useful for many other similar resources around
the world. Applying design principles combined with the use of different us-
ability methods should be included in the development cycle in the future.
The design process (Figure 23) can be considered a life cycle inside the
development life cycle (Figure 22). We encourage the use of the suggested
framework as guideline steps when designing bioinformatics tools.

New technologies will emerge quickly and users will expect more than us-
ability to explore and gain knowledge from new biological datasets They
need more reliable, appealing and interactively engaging tools and web re-
sources. We will make our tools responsive to different devices such as
mobile phones, and tablets. We have already established cross communica-
tion between other similar sites such as PLAZA. Our long term goal is to
follow and promote FAIR guidelines (FAIRsharing Team, 2018) of all our
tools and services.

In the future, the PlantGenIE platform will be expanded by increasing the
number of plant species and the quality of the tools will be improved with
relevant visualisation techniques and design principles.
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